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Seller information
magical-office (12 )
85.7% Positive feedback
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Contact seller
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Quantity: 1

Condition: New

  

Price: US $9.99
Approximately RMB 67.67

Buy It Now

  

Shipping: FREE Expedited Shipping | See details
 Item location: Dallas, Texas, United States
 Ships to: United States  See exclusions

Delivery: Estimated between Sat. Sep. 26 and Tue. Sep. 29 to 

Payments:     

Returns: 30 day returns. Buyer pays for return shipping |  See details

GetALift Bath brushes Exfoliating Loofah Back Scrubber and Body
Sponge Washer
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More than 49% sold Free shipping 30-day returns
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eBay item number: 312941731848
Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing.

Last updated on  Sep 22, 2020 18:19:30 PDT  View all revisions

Item specifics

Condition: New: A brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original packaging (where
packaging is ... Read more

Brand: GetALift

Material: Chestnut Color: Beige
UPC: Does not apply
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GetALift Exfoliating Loofah Back Scrubber and Body Sponge Washer with 100%
Natural Luffa for Shower for Men and Women

Product Description

【Perfect Suit 】-The Long Back Scrubber makes it easy to srub hard-to-reach areas,likes getting a SPA treatment at home. The body loofah pad
creates a smooth touch for your skin,powerful foaming ability will make your shower more comfortable and clean.
【Large Size & Natural Material】Full size 27.56" x 3.15" with reinforced handles and soap pocket. Made from 100% natural loofah and pure cotton
material which is non-toxic, skin-friendly, hypoallergenic and antibacterial.
【Perfect for Men and Women】Long straps make it perfect taller men and is flexible enough for men and women of any size.
【Reveal Glowing Skin from Head to Toe】 Sturdy, flexible handles that makes it easy to reach your back, feet, and all those hard to reach places，Fight
against breakouts, dry skin, rashes, and other skin problems.
【Multi-Function】The exfoliating loofah portion can remove horniness to give you smooth skin every day, promote cell metabolism to make your skin
more tender and dredge the meridians to promote blood circulation; the soft cotton portion can polish and smooth your skin.

 

 

Product description

The Secret to Smooth, Beautiful Skin! 
  

Features: 
 ●Perfect SPA Gift: great to give as a gift pair the scrubber up with your favorite body soap, and you have the perfect spa gift to give to your friends,

co-workers and loved ones. 
 ●Reveal Glowing Skin from Head to Toe: exfoliating back scrubber is perfect for cleaning the back, neck, shoulders,feet and more .Fight against

breakouts, dry skin, rashes, and other skin problems. 
 ●Health Benefits:Regular usage of this loofah sponge helps your blood circulation. 

 ●Easy to Use: The handles make the loofah back scrubber and body loofah pad very easy to use and also very easy to hang on anywhere. 
  

Specification: 
 The Long Back Scrubber Material: 100% natural loofah & pure cotton . 

 The body loofah pad:100% natural loofah and sponge. 
 Colour: nature colour 

 Size of Long Back Scrubber: 70 x 8 (27.5" x 3.15") 
 The length of loofah: 28cm (11.02") 

 Size of Body Loofah Pad: 14.9x10.5 (5.87" x 4.13") 
  

100% ALL NATURAL Material,More Healthy! 
 ●Our Loofah use premium fabric made of 100% All Natural materials. Not only it is ultimately safe for opening up pours and cleansing skin, the

construction is highly durable to serve well for repeated uses. 
 ●Treats acne, stops itching and opens pores, so your back feels better, skin is healthier. Reinvigorates and rejuvenates skin while cleaning away dirt,

excess oils, and other impurities that irritate your body and affect your health. 
  

Suggestion: 
 1. Please soak in the water for a while before you use it. 

 2. Rinse your loofah and dry the loofah completely after each use. 
 3. Sanitize the loofah once a week. 

 4. Hand wash only. 
  

Package Included: 
 1×Long Back Scrubber 

 1×Body Loofah Pad

 

We only accept payment through Paypal.
 Payment must be received in 7 business days of auction closing.

 Please leave note for your special request in eBay note when you pay the order. 
 Any special request cannot be accepted after 24 hours of payment, because most of orders will be processed instantly and same

day dispatched.
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